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ABOUT US

We started in 2000 as a small advertising company. However, we quickly noticed that it was worth 
developing and expanding our offer. We’ve been doing this ever since. We like to experiment and blaze 
new trails Challenges are our driving force, with innovation and cutting-edge technology as the fuel. 
Creativity helps us combine them so that each task undertaken is unique. At work we use our knowledge 
and experience gained in many industries, this allows for a comprehensive approach and harmonious 
combination of different elements. For our clients we are an advertising agency, an advertising studio, 
an interior decoration studio and a contractor for complex arrangements. Each individually and all 
together. We believe in the power of synergy.









ADVERTISING STUDIO

Proper visual identification of the company allows it to stand out, create a recognizable 
brand. Our graphic design department is made for this type of challenge. We will  
design a coherent, original brand book for your company, and then implement it by making 
indoor and outdoor advertisements, building signage and appropriate decorative elements. 
We will professionally prepare your company for trade fairs or other events, providing high 
quality advertising materials and unique promotional gadgets.
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WHO WE WORK FOR?HOW DO WE WORK?

ACCEPTANCE INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS

REALIZATION WE SUPPORT COMPANIES

VALUATION INTERIOR ARCHITECTS

NEEDS ANALYSIS DEVELOPERS AND GENERAL CONTRACTORS

MEETING ADVERTISING AGENCIES







Get noticed! We will prepare for you illuminated signs, light boxes, banners 
and information boards - everything to make your building recognizable. 
Additionally, we will design and produce signage to facilitate movement around 
the company’s facilities. Individual elements in accordance with the corporate 
identity system will consistently complement the company’s image, but also 
distinguish it from others.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 

We can create a comprehensive image of your company - a  logo  
with the entire visual identification system accompanying it.  
We will  create a brand book so that all subsequent materials 
created will be consistent and correspond with each other.  
This way, we set the direction of advertising for our clients.



Take care of signage for your building and its 
immediate surroundings. Together we will develop 
a concept, which we will turn into a project for you, 
and then produce it. We creatively advise, based on 
years of experience and knowledge of new forms  
of expression and innovative technologies.

BUILDING SIGNAGE INTERNAL ADVERTISING 

Successful indoor advertising consists of many factors: 
the right form and size, but also the place of display. 
We take a creative approach to each project, tailoring  
it to the location, corporate identity branding and design 
principles.





DECORATIVE ELEMENTS 

Do you want to get a unique atmosphere of your 
company headquarters? We can create an entire 
design or some details that complete the interior and 
bring your vision to life.



PAINTINGS AND PRINTS ON GLASS

Art evokes emotions, builds atmosphere, influences relationships - that is why it is worth taking advantage of its benefits in homes, 
restaurants, hotels or companies. In our studios, we will prepare images for you according to individual projects, made on a variety 
of surfaces - canvas, glass, PVC, composite. Everything so that you can create the climate of the decorated rooms.



PHOTO WALLPAPERS AND STICKERS 

We create unique photomurals and stickers.  
We play with patterns, colours and textures.  
If you lack experience, present us with your ideas 
and we will design, advise, choose the best 
solutions to finally bring your visions to life.

DIGITAL AND OFFSET PRINTING

We know everything about printing and we have the right 
machinery to create high quality promotional materials. 
Therefore, we will not only prepare the design, but also advise 
on the format and type of paper to print it on to get the desired 
effect. And finally, we will print it for your company, even in small 
quantities.















PHOTO WALLPAPERS 

Photomurals are still a fashionable and interesting way to arrange an interior. Once available only  
to a few, today they are already at your fingertips. Photomurals offered by us are characterized  
by strength, realistic colour reproduction and durability. In addition - which more and more people 
appreciate - they are safe and environmentally friendly. We prepare vinyl wallpaper on a fleece  
or textile backing with a variety of textures. We print them to size according to individual customer order, 
even for large surfaces. Additionally, our idea-seeking customers can use the author’s graphics that  
we have in our collection.













ZIMLI COLD TRANSFER 

Zimli is a transfer film that allows you to transfer graphics to any flat or structural surface. The product adapts to the 
surface, including those with embossing. Zimli is an alternative to wallpaper and stickers. It is used both in large format 
projects with unusual shapes, as well as smaller projects such as small wall decorations, ceramic tiles, decorative 
elements.



WOOD, CONCRETE, BRICK 

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL WALLS

METAL, PLASTICS

Zimli adapts perfectly to any substrate regardless of its structure.  
The maximum embossing depth is 2 cm, the material stretchability  
is up to 200%. Additional effects can be achieved by using the properties 
of the transfer film - the transparency can, for example, emphasize the 
grain of wooden surfaces. And the use of selective white underlining 
allows to emphasize selected elements of the graphic, creating a unique 
visual effect.

VERSATILE USE







COOPERATION

GRAPHIC SELECTION

We will print anything you dream of. However, 
if you do not have the right design yet,  
we will listen and advise. And then together 
we will create graphics or use our database 
of ready projects. The final product will catch 
the eye and intrigue.

VISUALIZATION

Sometimes it’s hard to imagine a project in a 
particular location or surface. Therefore, before 
implementation, we can make a visualization 
for you. It will reassure you of the accuracy  
of your idea or inspire you to explore further. 

DELIVERY

The final stage of placing an order is to choose 
the printing technology and the appropriate 
material. Here, too, we are ready to come  
to your aid - with advice and example.  
Once an order is placed, we proceed with 
fulfillment, and we will deliver the finished 
products to the specific location by courier.





If you are looking for ready-made solutions, you have also come to the right place. We have created our own database 
of signs and solutions - in line with the latest trends and with interesting design. We were inspired not only by interiors  
but also by various places in the world. On top of that, we kept functionality, high quality and simple installation in mind. 
They make these products accessible to everyone. Let’s create a user-friendly interior together!



Comprehensive services, experience, knowledge, and at the same time a fresh outlook - these are the features that 
have won us clients for over twenty years. We also have the advantage of combining the functions of a creative 
designer and an independent manufacturer. This allows us to create unique designs and then real-life projects. 
Knowledge and experience help in proper selection of materials, workmanship techniques and efficient execution 
and installation. We can create a unique product for our customers to suit their taste and needs.











PAINT AND DECORATIONS STUDIO

ARPIstudio is the place to help you save time and money. We collect ideas and decorative solutions on the basis of which 
we can arrange any dream interior. We provide professional advice at every stage of the work. Do you have questions  
or concerns? Call us! We will suggest what materials to use to guarantee a great effect and durability of the workmanship. 
They will keep your interior looking fresh and elegant for longer. 



INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTS COLOR MIXING STUDIO - ECORSON, ZOLPAN

WALL AND FLOOR COVERINGSDECORATIVE AND FACADE PLASTERS

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR STUCCODECORATIVE AND PAINTING TOOLS

WALLPAPERS AND WALL MURALSLIGHTING

SEE OUR OFFER



FOR THE ARCHITECT FOR CONTRACTOR

We are happy to work with independent designers and architects. We have 
individual offers and a large selection of catalogues, samples, technical 
sheets, etc. This makes it easier to talk to clients, but also to prepare projects. 
We are a reliable business partner. We provide real benefits, comprehensive 
solutions and professional advice. Cooperation with us will save your 
time, giving you the confidence of the highest quality, and thus meet  
the expectations of even the most demanding customers.

We highly value working with the best and most respected 
contractors in the construction and renovation industry.  
We also often recommend to our clients companies  
that demonstrate high quality of their work. Join us and our 
database of reliable professionals!





The magic of your interiors - this is the motto of TGA - Professional Decorative Systems - our department, so that we can offer 
more magic and beauty to your interiors. Established in 2010 to meet the expectations of the most demanding customers.  
World-class interior finishing materials, help bring even the most adventurous projects to life with the highest quality.  
That’s what our magic is!

DECORATIVE PLASTERS



SEE OUR OFFER

METALLIC PAINTS  

STRUCTURAL PLASTERSVENETIAN CLAYS

RUSTIC PLASTERS

SPRAY PLASTERS

SPECIAL EFFECTS

VENETIAN STUCCO

SPECIAL EFFECTS







We have been manufacturing façade profiles for 15 years. We have thoroughly prepared for this specialization, 
and over the years we have gained experience. All this has resulted in a great position in the industry  
and an offer of the highest quality decorative elements - façade profiles and interior stuccowork.

FACADE PROFILES



SEE OUR OFFER

RUSTICATION STRIPS

PORTALSFACADE STRIPS

COLUMNS

FAÇADE CORNICES

BRICKWORK SUPPORTS

BOSSAGE

PILASTER 

SUBSILLS

FAÇADE KEYSTONES











INTERIOR DESIGNS

Do you have your dream place on Earth? Let us create it for you! We listen to our customers’ needs. We are flexible and open 
to new solutions. We design, equip and finish and deliver turnkey interiors. We also work on the basis of previously prepared 
projects. Our projects include both private and rental investments: flats, apartments, houses and offices. We specialize  
in medium and high standard finishes. All this with attention to the smallest detail. Many years of experience and constantly 
expanding knowledge are the guarantee of our competences. As a bonus, we add reliability. Thanks to it we will create  
for you a place that you will love at first sight.



INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS OFFICE BUILDINGS

Are you looking for help in finishing your apartment? Do you want  
a proven and reliable contractor? Do you want to finish your 
investment in a professional way? You have come to the best address.  
We are a great choice for residential customers. We provide professional 
advice, assistance and above all reliable work that brings the best results. 
We combine experience and knowledge with technological innovations  
and knowledge of trends. Our additional advantage is communicativeness 
at every stage of activities. 

Office buildings, large corporate headquarters are also a job for us.  
We have extensive technical and practical knowledge. When it comes 
to renovation services, there is little that can surprise us, and even  
if we are surprised, we face the task creatively and with passion.
Hundreds of completed projects and satisfied customers are our pride 
and the best advertisement. 









OUR PRODUCTION TO MATCH YOUR NEEDS





20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE  

10.000 m2 PRINTS IN TRIPLE SHIFT WORK SYSTEM  

1500 m2
PRODUCTION WORKSPACE 

KNOW-HOW TRAINED STAFF AND ADVANCED MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE



LARGE FORMAT PRINTING 

CNC CUTTING 

LASER CUTTING 

WALLPAPERS, PAINTINGS, FOILS, RIGID MATERIALS

OPERATING RANGE PRIVATE LABEL

Our greatest asset is our experienced staff. It is the professionals working for us who 
help us create such an interesting and diverse offer - a wide range of production 
services and a wide range of activities. Thanks to them, we can be a reliable supplier 
in the private-label system. Advanced IT systems, order queuing, quality control 
at every stage of production, semi-automatic packaging - this is a guarantee 
of good and lasting cooperation. We invite you to entrust us with your orders  
for comprehensive implementation. We’ll take care of them and you can spend more 
time on ideas, sales and marketing.



HP ECOLOGICAL PRINTING 

First of all HP Latex 1500 is a fast CMYK printout for the application with a width of 3,2 m.  
Ecological technology which is used, guarantees to keep the same quality every time. Machine’s 
working width allows for a fast printout by using two rollers of material at the same time.

PRINT WIDTH:
320CM OR 2X160CM

EFFICIENCY:
45M2/H

PRINTOUT:
CMYK



HP ECOLOGICAL PRINTING WITH WHITE COLOR

HP Latex 800 device creates possibilities of CMYK + White printout, which enables  
to obtain high quality and custom effects e.g printing with a white pigment on dark materials  
or selective underprint on transparent foils. Additionally the white color allows to clear the 
color even more. Really interesting effects can be obtained by using metalized materials 
such as: foils or wallpapers GOLD / SILVER / COOPER.

PRINT WIDTH:
160CM

EFFICIENCY:
25M2/H

PRINTOUT:
CMYK + WHITE



Océ Colorado 1650 enables for quick printout of materials such as foils, wallpapers or poster 
papers. This generation allows for the CMYK printout, in the aspect both matte and glossy, 
depending on preferences and requirements of the final effect. UV GEL printout is characterized 
by incredible resistence, Two aspects of finishing enable to receive an effect of i.e selective 
varnish.

UV GEL PRINTING GLOSSY AND MATTE FINISHING  

PRINT WIDTH:
160CM

EFFICIENCY:
57M2/H (GLOSSY)
30M2/H (MATTE)

PRINTOUT:
CMYK - GLOSSY/ MATTE



UV GEL PRINTING GLOSSY FINISHING

PRINT WIDTH:
160CM

EFFICIENCY:
57M2/H

PRINTOUT:
CMYK - GLOSSY

Océ Colorado 1640 allows for quick printout on materials such as: wallpapers or poster papers. 
Printout is realized in the glossy aspect, which creates an interesting effect while combined with  
a proper material e.g structural. UV GEL printout 1640 is characterized by magnificant resistance  
to mechanical damages.



HARD SURFACE MATERIALS PRINTING

HANDTOP HT30 20UV enables for high-quality CMYK printouts on hard surfaces with a format up  to 
205x305cm, with a velocity even up to 48 m2/hour. Thanks to the usage of white pigment and varnish 
we are able to obtain structural printouts and subtitles in Braille’s alphabet. HANDTOP has a wide usage 
in interior decorations thanks to the possibility of printing materials such as furniture fronts.

TABLE SIZE:
305X205CM

EFFICIENCY:
36M2/H

PRINTOUT:
CMYK + WHITE + 
SELECTIVE VARNISH



DIGITAL CUTTING

ZUND G3 3XL allows for digital cutting of materials with width up to 5mm – PCV, cardboards,  
thin foams, photo wallpapers, foils, magnetic materials, textiles, plastics, skins. And all this with  
a Swiss precision and in maximum format of 3050x2500mm. The device enables to cut materials 
straight from the previously printed roller. Thanks to the modern ICC camera, ensures the perfect 
cutting precision.

TABLE SIZE:
305X250CM

THICKNESS OF THE MATERIAL:
MAX 20MM



CNC ROUTING 

TABLE SIZE:
305X205CM

THICKNESS OF THE MATERIAL:
MAX 20MM

MILLING MODULE’S POWER:
3,6KW

ZUND G3 XL 3200 is designed for harder materials with width from 5 to 19mm. Thanks to the 3.6kW miling 
machine, it can perfectly handle with PVC, composites, wood, MDF, plywood, acrylics. Maximum format  
is 2050x3050mm. ZUND G3 has option of chamfering milling and the so-called V-cut i.e angled cutting 
used for passe-partout production on request. Modern ICC camera, ensures the perfect cutting precision. 
It also allows for markings by using Braille’s alphabet.



CO2 LASER CUTTING

EuroLaser CO2 XL-3200 Laser plotter with the working area of 3050x2100 mm and a power 
of  200W is the biggest in the XL serie. Huge dimensions of the machine allow for the  processing 
of large material formats. Designed for the perfect cutting of plywood, acrylics, MDF, carpet tiles  
and textiles. EUROLASER is widely used in the automotive industry (filters, gaskets, etc). Precision cutting  
of printouts is possible thanks to the ICC camera.

TABLE SIZE:
305X210CM

THICKNESS OF THE MATERIAL:
MAX 20MM

ENGRAVER:            POWER:
NO                          200W



TABLE SIZE:
91X61CM

THICKNESS OF THE MATERIAL:
UP TO 10MM

ENGRAVER:            POWER:
UP TO 160MM          25W

Laser GLS Hybrid enables for engravering of smaller elements such as plywoods, plexiglasses  
and laminates or engraving foils in the maximum format of 960x610mm. It’s perfect for 
gadgets marking e.g pens, boxes, identifieres or keyrings. Mainly used for production of plates 
and markings for HoReCa industry – most often from engraving laminates and plexiglasses.  
It also gives the posiblity of deep and accurate 3D engraving.

CO2 LASER CUTTING AND ENGRAVING



BANDSTÄRKE: 
0,3-1,5MM

BANDBREITE:
10-140MM

BIEGEPRÄZISION:          
0,05MM                    

3D LETTERS PRODUCTION

Automatic Letter Bender is an automated bender for aluminium strips – allows to bend 
aluminium strip precisely and with the appropriate strenght, which is the side of 3D letters. 
Thanks to the ZUND G3 we are able to produce a complete one set for making illuminated 
letters and spatial elements.





biuro@arpigroup.eu
+48 18 53 44 888 ext. 70

www.arpigroup.eu

biuro@arpireklamy.pl
+48 18 53 44 888 ext. 20

www.arpireklamy.pl

sklep@arpistudio.pl
+48 18 53 44 888 ext. 30

www.arpistudio.pl

biuro@arpidekoracje.pl
+48 18 53 44 888 ext. 31

www.arpidekoracje.pl

biuro@phototapety.eu
+48 18 53 44 888  ext. 60

www.phototapety.eu
www.zimli.eu
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